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Solar wind foreshock fluctuations interacting with

the bow shock, can create a transient phenomenon

called "magnetosheath jet". These jets are local

enhancement of dynamic pressure above the

surrounding background level, possibly order of

magnitudes higher than that of the surrounding

plasma, reaching values higher than the upstream

solar wind.

*See Poster 14.p03 for more information on

magnetosheath jets and how the presented database

is derived.

MMS – Magnetosheath Jets
Motivation:

Connect solar wind measurements to jet’s class

Main Procedure:

Use data from OMNIweb to find the class of jets as

measured by MMS

Artificial Neural Networks

Input analysis:

Result representation:

Total summarized results:

Maximum accuracy was reached with 97% and

only 6 jets out of the 181 being misclassified.

When looking at all the jets, 82% accuracy was

reached.

Results

Artificial Neural Network (ANNs) is specialized

machine learning algorithm “trained” to perform a

specific task. The training is being done by

introducing several data multiple times to the

network and by then optimizing its parameters

according to the presented examples (“back-

propagation”). The main principle behind neural

networks is that after parametrizing a network based

on known data, the network can then be used for the

trained task when given new unknown information.

Procedure

 Provided support to the initial magnetosheath jet database.

 Successfully classified jets with 80 – 97% accuracies.

 Investigated different solar wind parameter for input and found new interesting results.

 Compared with physical methods (estimating 𝜃Βn) and derived preliminary superior results.

Conclusions 

ANN – Architecture 

Assist initial database (Unclassified Jets)

Compare with traditional methods of estimating 𝜃𝐵𝑛

Applications 

Figure 2: Visualization of  a fully connected neural network and the basic 

principle of  error back propagation.

Figure 1: Examples of  a Quasi-parallel and a Quasi-perpendicular. The 

different properties of  the plasma moment and the magnetic field can be seen 

both during the jet period but also in the surrounding magnetosheath plasma.

OMNIweb – Solar Wind
Input: upstream solar wind measurements, available

at the OMNI database.

This dataset is created using multiple spacecraft

measurements (primarily ACE & Wind) and is

automatically smoothed and time-shifted to the nose

of Earth's bow shock.

The bow shock location changes according to the

solar wind parameters and is automatically adjusted

for every time-shifted measurement.

Connecting Solar Wind to Magnetosphere:

• Connecting solar wind conditions to different

magnetosheath and magnetosphere plasma

populations.

• Using different satellites data and physical

modeling to model the interaction of solar wind

particles with the bow shock.

Future Research


